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Please note!
In compliance with local law, this manual is required to be used. This manual should be considered as part
of the machinery and should therefore, in compliance with local law, be stored for consultation until the
final assembly.
This manual should be stored by the user in a safe and dry place free of sunlight. The manual should
always be available for consultation. A copy of the electronic schedule is required to be available for quick
consultation in the control cabinet.
In case of damage, the user should request a new copy of the manual at StyliCleaner B.V..

© StyliCleaner B.V., Nederland 2022
All rights are reserved. Emphasis, copy, adaptation or republication and public disclosure in any form and
by any medium, without the written permission of StyliCleaner B.V., is not allowed.
StyliCleaner B.V. carries no guarantee or liability for the content of this publication and rejects in this case
all tacit guarantees for suitability of trade or other purposes.
Furthermore, StyliCleaner B.V. retains the right to rework this publication and perform changes to its
content in time without the obligation of advance notice of these changes.
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Foreword
Congratulations, you are the fortunate owner of a StyliCleaner.
Purpose of this manual:
This manual was created and intended for a safe and responsible use and maintenance of the
StyliCleaner. This manual is intended for anyone who uses this machine.

!

Please note!
Read the manual before using this tool!
This is necessary related to the dangers described in this manual.
This manual is divided into several chapters and, where necessary, supplemented with overviews,
schedules and appendixes, to provide you with straightforward information about the StyliCleaner.
Foreword
Contains information about how to use this manual.
Table of contents
Contains a (numbered) list of all the parts in this manual.
Introduction
Provides general information about the StyliCleaner, the operation and requirements for conditions of use
and operator.
Safety
Describes the main security risks, the safety devices, the safety rules to be observed and the meaning of
the symbols that are present on the machine.
Transport and storage
Contains precautions to make the machine ready for transport and storage.
Installation and start up
Describes the basic treatments for the startup of the machine.
Control
Describes how to operate the StyliCleaner and how to deal with breakdowns.
Cleaning and maintenance
This chapter describes how this tool should be cleaned and maintained and how often these operations
have to be performed.
Discard
Describes how the machine can/should be discarded in an environmentally responsible manner at the end
of its useful life
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In the appendixes you will find additional information about StyliCleaner B.V. and the machine.

Spelling of important text parts
Texts in this manual which require extra/special attention are listed as follows:


!

Tip!
Provides advice in order to perform a task easier.

Please note!
Alerts you to potential problems.



Careful!



Warning!



Get in touch!

Specifies possible damage to the tool in case of carelessness .

You can injure yourself or inflict serious damage to the product.

You ought to contact the manufacturer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When running product measurements on a coordinate measuring machine, a stylus is being used. The
ball of the stylus can be made of several different materials. Commonly used materials are ruby,
zirconium and silicon nitride. The ball of the stylus can be polluted in the course of time. The cause of
this pollution is usually traceable to the measuring of a non-clean product. By this pollution on the stylus,
the measuring results are usually negatively affected.
When the stylus is cleaned by hand with a cloth and detergent, it is absolutely necessary to recalibrate
the stylus afterwards. Recalibration of all stylus positions is a time-consuming activity. The recalibration
of only one stylus position takes about 30 seconds in practice. If the stylus is used in multiple modes, all
styli positions should be calibrated.
The solution in this case is to automate the cleaning process of the stylus.
This automatic cleaning of the stylus is possible with the StyliCleaner.
When using the StyliCleaner your stylus will be cleaned automatically. This is an automated process in
which the stylus will be cleaned first with detergent and afterwards will be dried.
Polluted stylus

Clean stylus

→
When automated, the cleaning of the stylus only needs to be executed in one position, which is the main
advantage! The time required for cleaning a stylus is only 30 seconds.
This results, when using several styli positions, in the following timetable:
Number of styli Total necessary time
Necessary time when
Time saving
positions
to recalibrate
cleaning
automatically
1
0:30 minute
0:30 minute
5
2:30 minutes
0:30 minute
2:00 minutes
20
10:00 minutes
0:30 minute
9:30 minutes
Above mentioned times are calculated per probe tree.
In short, cleaning automatically results in the following advantages:
Always reliable measurements, the chance of pollution on the stylus is strongly reduced
Huge time saving due to less recalibrating
Cleaning takes place fully automatically.
Cleaning is possible even during an automated measuring cycle, without interruption of this
measuring cycle.
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2 DELIVERY PROGRAM
2.1 StyliCleaners
The following variants of the StyliCleaner are available:
Type
Picture
Notes
SC1
Standard StyliCleaner for cleaning single probes.
Usable for probes with a maximum diameter of Ø6mm
and a minimum styli length of 20mm.
Cleaning height from the top is 10mm.

SC1B

StyliCleaner for cleaning single probes with large
diameter.
Usable for probes with a diameter in a range of Ø6mm
till Ø12mm and a minimum styli length of 20mm.
Cleaning height from the top is 10mm.

SC1S

StyliCleaner for cleaning single probes.
Usable for probes with a maximum diameter of Ø4mm
and a minimum styli length of 10mm.
Cleaning height from the top is 6mm.

SC2

StyliCleaner for cleaning a styli when using star probes,
without the availability of an indexable probe holder.
This StyliCleaner has 2 positions for cleaning a styli.
The SC2 can be used for probes with a maximum
diameter of Ø6mm and a minimum probe length of
20mm.

SC2B

StyliCleaner for cleaning a styli when using star probes,
without the availability of an indexable probe holder.
This StyliCleaner has 2 positions for cleaning a styli.
The SC2B can be used for probes with a minimum
diameter of Ø6mm up to Ø12mm and a minimum probe
length of 20mm.
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StyliCleaner for cleaning a styli when using star probes,
without the availability of an indexable probe holder.
This StyliCleaner has 5 positions for cleaning a styli.
The SC5 can be used for probes with a maximum
diameter of Ø6mm and a minimum probe length of
20mm.

SC5B

StyliCleaner for cleaning a styli when using star probes,
without the availability of an indexable probe holder.
This StyliCleaner has 2 positions for cleaning a styli.
The SC5B can be used for probes with a minimum
diameter of Ø6mm up to Ø12mm and a minimum probe
length of 20mm.

2.2 Accessories
The following accessories for using the StyliCleaner are available:
Type
Picture
Notes
SC1-HP1
Special holder, to hang the control unit on
the side of the measuring machine.
This holder is special designed for Mitutoyo
Crysta-Apex-C and Crysta-Apex-S
machines.
Inner width at the top of the holder plate is
55mm.

SC1-HP2

Special holder, to hang the control unit on
the side of the measuring machine.
This holder is special designed for Mitutoyo
Crysta-Apex-V and STRATO-Apex
machines.
Inner width at the top of the holder plate is
25mm.

SC1-MB

Mounting bracket, for mounting a
StyliCleaner on a Renishaw MRS-rack.

www.StyliCleaner.com
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3 DELIVERY
The StyliCleaner will be supplied in a sturdy crate which is packed in a cardboard box for transport.
The crate consists of the following parts:
➢ Cleaning unit consisting of a base plate with cleaning cylinder and photocell on base.
➢ Control unit consisting of a holder on which a pressure regulator, a control cabinet and a
nebulizer are assembled.
➢ Power cable.
➢ Air hose between corporate power and pressure regulator.
➢ Air hose between control cabinet and cleaning cylinder.
➢ T-piece to be able to plug in business air.
➢ Manual StyliCleaner.

4 INSTALLATION AND START UP
To automatically clean the stylus, we use the StyliCleaner.
The StyliCleaner consists of two parts, namely the cleaning unit and the control unit.
The control unit with pressure regulator and nebulizer needs to be placed in the direct area of the
cleaning unit.

!

Picture 1: Cleaning unit

Picture 2: Control unit

A = Cleaning cylinder
B = Motion sensor

C = Pressure regulator
D = Control cabinet
E = Nebulizer

The control unit of the StyliCleaner may only be positioned so, that the direction of centerline of the
nebulizer bowl is vertical.

www.StyliCleaner.com
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Step Action
1.
Attach the cleaning unit of the StyliCleaner
on the measuring table of the measuring
machine.

2.

Result

Connect the compressed air supply of the
cleaning unit to the compressed air
connection (3) of the control unit using the
thin air hose.
Attention!
Try to keep the length of the blue air hose as
short as possible with a maximum of 2
meters.

3.

Connect the plug of the cable which is
attached to the control unit with the photocell
of the cleaning unit.
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Fill the nebulizer with cleaning fluid.

5.

Shut down the air supply to the CMM.
Note:
Use the air supply of the CMM after its filter.
This air should be clean.
The compressed air supply must be clean
and dry. Presence of oil in the compressed
air will have a negative impact on the
operation of the StyliCleaner. (See chapter 6,
page 16)

Place the T piece and connect the new
branch to the pressure regulator.
The air can now be supplied again.

www.StyliCleaner.com
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Insert the small plug of the power supply on
the control cabinet on position 2
Now connect the power source to a 230V
power supply.

The StyliCleaner is now ready for use.

!

Please note !!!!!
When cleaning the stylus in the cleaning unit, the stylus is cleaned at a
height of 10 mm below the top of the StyliCleaner. For this reason the
StyliCleaner can only be used for styli with a minimum length of 20mm.
Scope of available StyliCleaners:
• SC1
→ Styli diameter 0-8mm, Length minimum 20mm
• SC1B
→ Styli diameter 4-12mm, Length minimum 20mm
• SC1S
→ Styli diameter 0-4mm, Length minimum 10mm
• SC2
→ Styli diameter 0-8mm, Length minimum 20mm
• SC5
→ Styli diameter 0-8mm, Length minimum 20mm
When trying to clean a bigger diameter, the cleaning result may not be optimal.
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5 CLEANING PROCEDURE
The following movements must be programmed before using the StyliCleaner.
To clean the stylus correctly, the stylus must be moved relative to the cleaning height.
The stylus must be moved up and down relative to the cleaning height at a relative distance of the "styli
radius +1mm".
In the examples below, the applicable displacements are defined in relation to:
a) X and Y ; the centre of the cleaning cylinder and
b) Z
; the top of the cleaning cylinder.

5.1 Movements SC1, SC1B
The stylus is cleaned at a height of 10mm below the upper surface.
For the automatic cleaning of the stylus, we need the following movements to take place in succession:
Step

X

Y

Z

1
2

50
50

0
0

50
10

3
4

5
6
7
Note 1

Motion
speed
Max.
Max.

Note

Start cleaning.
The stylus moves along the activation sensor.
Therefore the cleaning session will be started.
0
0
10
Max.
The stylus stands above the cleaning unit.
0
0
(-10+RD1)
4 mm/s
The stylus moves to a height of (-10+RD1)mm
beneath the upper surface. The cleaning of the
stylus will be started.
0
0
(-10-RD1)
4 mm/s
The stylus moves to a height of (-10-RD1)mm
beneath the upper surface.
0
0
10
4 mm/s
The stylus stands above the cleaning unit.
0
0
50
Max.
End of the cleaning process.
RD = Relative displacement
= Styliradius+1mm

Remarks:
➢ The movements [Step 4] → [Step 5] → [Step 4] are supposed to be repeated during 20 seconds
with a movement speed of 4mm/s
➢ During the first 10 seconds the stylus will be cleaned with a detergent fluid. The detergent fluid is
blended with air by the nebulizer.
➢ Other movements however may take place with a higher speed.
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5.2 Steps to be followed for cleaning the stylus
The stylus is cleaned at a height of 6mm below the upper surface.
For the automatic cleaning of the stylus, we need the following movements to take place in succession:
Step

X

Y

Z

1
2

0
0

0
0

50
10

3

4
5
6
Note

Motion
speed
Max.
Max.

Note

Start cleaning.
The stylus moves along the activation sensor.
Therefore the cleaning session will be started.
0
0
(-CH1+RD2)
4 mm/s
The stylus moves to a height of (-CH1+RD2)mm
beneath the upper surface. The cleaning of the
stylus will be started.
0
0
(-CH1-RD2)
4 mm/s
The stylus moves to a height of (-CH1-RD2)mm
beneath the upper surface.
0
0
10
4 mm/s
The stylus stands above the cleaning unit.
0
0
50
Max.
End of the cleaning process.
CH1 = Cleaning Height
; SC1S: CH=6 ,SC2 & SC5: CH=10
RD2 = Relative displacement
;= Styliradius+1mm

Remarks:
➢ The movements [Step 3] → [Step 4] → [Step 3] are supposed to be repeated during 20 seconds
with a movement speed of 4mm/s
➢ During the first 10 seconds the stylus will be cleaned with a detergent fluid. The detergent fluid is
blended with air by the nebulizer.
➢ Other movements however may take place with a higher speed.
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5.3 Example movements to be followed for cleaning the stylus (SC1)
To clean the stylus with using SC1, the following machine movements have to be followed:
Step 1 – Go to position X=50, Y=0, Z=10
Step 2 - Go to position X=0, Y=0, Z=10

Step 3 - Go to position X=0, Y=0, Z==-CH1+RD2

Step 4 - Go to position X=0, Y=0, Z=-CH1-RD2

Step 5 - Go to position X=0, Y=0, Z=50

1

CH = Cleaning height
RD = Relative displacement (=styli radius + 1mm)

2
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5.4 Installation control unit
The control unit consists of three parts;
1. Pressure regulator
2. Control cabinet
3. Nebulizer
The StyliCleaner is delivered with correct settings for use.
The user should not change any setting.
Special attention to the adjustment knob indicated by the red
arrow.
This may only be twisted, if the nebulizer dispenses another
amount of two drops of liquid per cleaning cycle.
If the nebulizer gives more than two drops per cycle it should be
turned CW. If the nebulizer gives less than two drops it should be
turned CCW.

➢ The pressure regulator needs to be adjusted, so the cleaning takes place with a pressure of 2.5
bar
➢ The control unit is supplied standardly with a cycle time of 20 seconds, of which the first ten
seconds are used for nebulizing the detergent fluid with the pressure air
➢ The nebulizer should be set so, that during the first 10 seconds of cleaning, a maximum of 2 drops
of detergent fluid is fed to the compressed air

5.5 Detergent fluid
For an optimal functioning of the StyliCleaner, a detergent fluid is advised which has the following
properties:
➢ Environmentally friendly
➢ Good degreasing properties
➢ Low viscosity
➢ Good spray able
➢ Leaves the least possible residue thanks to its rapid volatilization capability
Don’t use heptane as detergent fluid.
Heptane damaged parts of the nebulizer, which has negative consequences on the operation of the
StyliCleaner.
In practice, Isopropanol 99% is often used as cleaning fluid.
The instructions on the Safety Data Sheet of the used cleaning fluid must be complied.
This Safety Data Sheet can and should be requested at the supplier of the used cleaning fluid.
It is possible that, while using the StyliCleaner, small amounts of cleaning fluid are coming into the air.
Therefore, only use cleaning fluids which do not adversely affect the health hazards by spraying (in small
quantities), such as "Isopropanol 99%". Do not use cleaning fluids that may pose hazards to health
during spraying, such as "heptane".
Comply at all times to observing the instructions given by the manufacturer of a cleaning liquid on the
relevant data sheet. If no sheet is provided with the cleaning fluid, you should request it from the
manufacturer of the respective cleaning fluid. When in doubt about the appropriateness of applying
cleaning fluid, always check with the manufacturer of the liquid. "
www.StyliCleaner.com
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non-observance of the previous user instruction.
The use of any cleaning liquid is under the responsibility of the end-user, as it may contain some
forbidden component depending on the customer’s activity (Food packaging, medical, etc.); in that case
the StyliCleaner must be used only with air and no liquid at all.
Once the level of the detergent fluid in the holder of the nebulizer is too low it will have to be refilled. The
level of the liquid is too low if the filter at the bottom of the suction tube is only slightly above the liquid. If
this is the case there will be no more liquid sucked in and the cleaning effect of the StyliCleaner will be
much less.
For refilling the nebulizer we must complete the following steps.
Step Action
Picture
1.
Turn the (indicated by the red arrow) cap
open.

2.

Fill the cleaning fluid ….

www.StyliCleaner.com
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… until the reservoir has been filled for 75%.

4.

Turn to lock the cap on the nebuliser

To fill the holder it can easily be unscrewed, filled and be screwed back on again.
Note:
The user should check every month, if the dosage of the
nebulizer is ok.
The dosage can be checked by counting the number of drops in
"transparent glass" of the nebulizer, which are added during a
cleaning session.
The nebulizer should provide no more than 2 drops of cleaning
fluid per cleaning cycle.
Using more fluid doesn’t improve the cleaning result.

the

The user has to pay attention to the sprayed quantity of cleaning
liquid according to the number of cleaning cycles per hour, per
day, the size and ventilation of the room or the enclosure where the system is installed.
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5.6 Air
The use of clean, dry and oil free air is essential for the cleaning result of the StyliCleaner.
It might be possible that when using dirty air the StyliCleaner and Stylus get dirty instead of clean.
Therefore we advise air with meets the standard ISO 8573-1 class 4 or better.
During the execution of a probe cleaning, the StyliCleaner makes a noise as a result of the compressed
air used. This noise level is dependent on the set pressure.
At a pressure of 2.5Bar, this results in a noise of 65 dB. This value is measured at a distance of 1m from
the cleaning unit and 1.6meter height from the ground.

5.7 Intended use
The StyliCleaner may only be used for the fully automatic cleaning of styli on a coordinate measuring
machine.
For optimal use, the styli should have a minimum length of 20 mm and a maximum diameter of Ø8mm.
The air pressure should be set at a pressure of 2.5Bar.
At every cleaning session serve a maximum of 2 drops of the cleaning liquid to be added to the
compressed air during the first 10 seconds of the cleaning cycle. During the second 10 seconds, the
probe will be fully dried.
The probe is ready again at the end of the cleaning cycle to carry out product measurements.

5.8 Foreseeable misuse
When the parameters do not meet the requirements as described in the preceding section, this can
result in unclean probe.
Too much cleaning fluid drops can result in too high a concentration of the cleaning liquid in the ambient
air so that problems may arise. In extreme amounts it can even cause health problems..
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6 MAINTENANCE / TROUBLESHOOTING
6.1 Cleaning of the cleaning unit
By cleaning the stylus, soil can be collected at the bottom of the cleaning cylinder
For this reason, it is recommended to clean the cleaning unit periodically.



Warning!
Unplug the power supply from the wall outlet before you look into the cleaning cylinder. If you look in the
cleaning cylinder before you have unplugged the power supply, it is possible that you activate the cleaning
cycle with, for example, a body part. This could lead to the detergent fluid to enter one’s eyes or to inhale
it while breathing.
NEVER keep your head above the StyliCleaner when it is in use.
Always wear safety glasses, when working on the StyliCleaner.
When you work on the StyliCleaner, you must also pressurize the device and secure it against being
switched on again (compressed air + electricity).
If you want to control the cleaning operation, always put glasses on.
Also the instructions of the safety sheet of the detergent fluid must be observed.
At a height of 10mm of the cleaning unit, looking from above, 8 little holes are established. These holes
should be clean and open. At the bottom of the control cabinet the blowing of air can be activated by
pressing the black button. If desired, the air pressure can be increased at this step by using the pressure
regulator. If increasing the air pressure is not sufficient, one can remove the inner cylinder from the outer
cylinder. The inner cylinder can be removed with the screw at the innerside.
After all holes are open again, the inner cylinder has to be replaced in the outer cylinder. Be careful and
prevent any damages. When damages have been incurred, it may lead to less well functioning of the
cleaning unit.
The inner cylinder should be so positioned, that the supply of compressed air is exactly in line with the
screw thread holes on the upper side of the inner cylinder.

After cleaning the cleaning unit, do not forget to turn the pressure regulator back to 2.5 bar.
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6.2 Troubleshooting
Step
1.

Problem
During cleaning a measuring point is being
registrated

Solution

Possible cause pollution

See chapter 7.1

Possible cause alignement

Re-align the position of the cleaning unit.
The zero point for cleaning should be exactly
in the middle in relation to the inside
diameter of the cleaning unit.
Check if the nebulizer contains enough
cleaning fluid.
Check if the air pressure is set correctly. The
recommended pressure is 2.5 Bar.
Check if the cleaning unit is connected to the
power supply.
Check if the air is connected to the control
unit.
Replace damaged cables and leave the lid
on the control unit when the power cord is
plugged in.
This phenomenon occurs only when the
compressed air which is supplied to the
StyliCleaner, is not clean.
Replace the filters and clean the complete
system.

2.

The stylus is not cleaned properly

3.

The cleaning unit blows no air.

4.

Broken cable

5.

The liquid in the nebulizer is no longer clean
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7 AIDPROGRAMS
For users of LK’s CAMIO software, you can download a zipped folder from:

https://lkmetrology.sharepoint.com/:u:/s/OpenShare/EdRGcw2pvc5Ghh9RFAwr1zkBomeM_QP
UFw3WeNJGMIQHGA?e=cmEOIW
Where you will find:
StyliCleaner_CAMIO_Programs.zip
Refer to the StyliCleaner ‘Getting Started’ document for details of how to install this folder.

8 SAFETY
Before checking if the cleaning cylinder is polluted, always remove the plug from the wall outlet to make
sure not to harm yourself or others.

9 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power consumption
Air consumption
Weight cleaning unit
Weight control unit
Dimension cleaning unit
Dimension control unit

SC1, SC1B and SC1S
16Watt
7.24 Liter/Minute (=2.41 Liter per
cleaning off 20 seconds)
350gram
3300gram
100 x 70 x 101 (L x W x H in mm)
335 x 110 x 200 (L x W x H in mm)

SC2 and SC5
16Watt
7.24 Liter/Minute (=2.41 Liter per
cleaning off 20 seconds)
4000gram
4500gram
250 x 250 x 350 (L x W x H in mm)
360 x 110 x 240 (L x W x H in mm)

10 DISCARD
When used properly and kept well maintained, the StyliCleaner has a long service life. However, after
years of intensive use this tool might also need replacement and you can dispose it either yourself or hand
it in at your manufacturer. When you dispose it yourself, please act as described in the following table:
Part
All plastic components
Aluminum parts
Metal parts
Switches, electro
Remainder

www.StyliCleaner.com
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11 WARRANTY
StyliCleaner B.V. provides 12 months warranty on manufacturing defects (no wear parts) to the
machines, starting right after delivery. The costs for repair of defective parts (also buy parts!), during the
warranty period, shall be on account of StyliCleaner B.V.. The working hours will be charged to you in
accordance with our service rates. These rates will be sent to you on request.
The warranty is terminated when changes are made to the machine, which are not in conformity
with the manufacturer.

12 CONTACT INFORMATION
De StyliCleaner® is produced by StyliCleaner B.V.
Eggerinksweg 7
7556 AG Hengelo
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0)74-2455340
E-mail: info@StyliCleaner.com

www.StyliCleaner.com
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13 CE-DECLARATION

EC-Declaration of conformity
(according appendix II A of the machinery directive)

We,
StyliCleaner B.V.
Eggerinksweg 7
7556 AG Hengelo
The Netherlands
Declare entirely under our own responsibility that the device:
Producer
Type
Serial number
Year

: StyliCleaner B.V.
: StyliCleaner
: “serial number”
: “year”

on which this declaration refers to, matches the terms of the following directives:
-

Machinery directive (2006/42/EC)
EMC-directive (2014/30/EU)
RoHS (2011/65/EU)

The following standards were applied:
-

EN ISO 12100: 2010
NEN-EN-ISO 4414
NEN-EN-ISO 13849-1:2008
EN 60204-1: 2006/A1:2009

This declaration loses its validity, if the device will be used for other purposes as described in the manual
and/or if the device will be adjusted and/or changed.

Hengelo, “date of publishing”

F.G.J. Lammertink
Director

The firm StyliCleaner B.V. represented by F.G.J. Lammertink is authorized for the writing and
publishing of this declaration.

www.StyliCleaner.com
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14 SCHEDULE
14.1 Electric schedule SC1, SC1B and SC1S

14.2 Electric schedule SC2

www.StyliCleaner.com
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14.3 Electric schedule SC5

14.4 Pneumatic schedule SC1, SC1B en SC1S
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14.5 Pneumatic schedule SC2

14.6 Pneumatic schedule SC5

www.StyliCleaner.com
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15 DRAWINGS
15.1 Cleaning unit SC1

15.2 Cleaning unit SC1B

www.StyliCleaner.com
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15.3 Cleaning unit SC1S

15.4 Cleaning unit SC2
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15.5 Cleaning unit SC5

15.6 Control unit SC1, SC1B and SC1S

www.StyliCleaner.com
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15.7 Control unit SC2 and SCS

15.8 Holder plate SC1-HP1

15.9 Holder plate SC1-HP2
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